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This class will show you how to get the most out of the powerful features of AutoCAD 

Architecture software and improve your productivity. You’ll learn valuable tips and tricks 

and proven techniques to save time and make your drawings more accurate. You’ll learn 

how to create and apply display configurations, as well as how to override display 

representation to define how an object appears; how to extract the quantities of materials 

in a selection of walls; how to perform wall cleanups; how to use multiple insertion points 

for AutoCAD Architectural multiview blocks, which you can toggle through using the 

Control key; how to display a graphic line to verify which object a schedule tag is anchored 

to; how to let one insert cut an opening through multiple walls; how to create an endcap 

that joins 2 wall components; and how to add a wall parapet using a sweep.

Class summary



Key learning objectives

At the end of this class, you will be able to:

• Learn how to create and set up display representations

• Learn how to perform Wall cleanup and sweeps

• Learn about schedule tags

• Learn about wall openings



➢ Create and apply display configurations

➢ Display Representations
➢ Display Sets
➢ Display Configurations

Display System



➢Override display representation

➢ Display by Style
➢ Display by Objects
➢ Display Control Tab

Display System



Demo



➢Materials quantity
➢ Net Volume
➢ Gross Volume

Wall related tips



➢ Perform wall cleanups

➢ Joining Clean up

Wall related tips

➢ Intersection Cleanups

➢ Priority Cleanup

➢ Cleanup Radius



➢Wall Sweep

Wall related tips

➢ Roof and Floor Line 



➢Wall Endcap Edit

Wall related tips



➢Opening through multiple walls

Wall related tips



Demo



➢ Graphic line

Schedule tags

➢ Rotated tag



Demo



➢Multiple insertion points for MvBlock insertion

➢ Toggle using Ctrl Key

MvBlocks



Demo



How did we do?

▪ Your feedback is important to us. 

Appreciate if you can fill out the 

class survey now.

▪ Use the AU Mobile App or fill out a 

class survey online.

▪ Scan the QR code to fill out the 

survey.

▪ Your feedback results in better 

classes and a better AU experience. 
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